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A SMALL TEAM OF 3 WOMEN embarked on January 13th 
2018 for the 10th CRESS trip to the South Sudanese 
now living as refugees in Northern Uganda and in the 
bush just over the border in South Sudan. With Caroline 
as CEO, strategic planner and chief; Becky Sedgwick 
(Childrens/Youth Worker) bringing her huge skills and 
years of experience working with children and training their 
teachers, her clear thinking, IT skills and much laughter; 
Fi Sheldon (Psychotherapist), bringing knowledge and 
skills working on emotional health and building resilience, 
understanding the impact of trauma and how to support 
the many traumatized people cared for by the leaders 
within the refugee population 

We arrived in Entebbe to be met by a tropical deluge – it 
is always more fun when it rains in a hot country! Met by 
Bishop Joseph with wonderful drivers and folk to smooth 
our path to the Airport Guest House with the weekend to 
acclimatize in beautiful surroundings and a sense of old 
colonial comfort as we prepared for the week and listened 
to his vision for the future.

Bishop Joseph had indicated to Caroline that two areas of 
concern on his heart were the emotional health of his people 
and the support of those teaching and ministering to the 
young. Thus, there were 2 conferences to be run in parallel 
in Arua for 30 Pastors and 30 Sunday School Teachers.

Up before dawn the next day we fl ew with the wonderful 
MAF North to Arua and were met by Fred Taban and his 
team to be taken to the White Castle Hotel – another beautiful 
oasis for us to stay in whilst there. It was to be an action-
packed day before the opening of the conference. Joseph, 
Caroline and Becky made the long trip on ‘rigi-rigi’ roads to 
the Clinic in Mijale – with the most wonderful welcome – to 
present bicycles to the MU ladies for use in the camps and 
water fi lters for senior Church Community Leaders to have 
in their homes even within the refugee camps. 

Fi had stayed in Arua to meet with a Psychiatric Clinical 
Offi cer from the local Mental Health Team at the hospital, 
who was a counsellor and trainer trained in Children’s 
Accelerated Trauma Therapy (CATT). Fi had recently 
learned about this from a colleague just days before her 
departure from the UK. She was able to discuss how his 
skills might be used with the refugees, providing therapy 
and training of CATT counsellors from within the camps; 
she met with the MH Team and the Director of the hospital 
(also a consultant Psychiatrist) to establish how treatment 

would best be delivered to those within the camps and their 
psycho-social issues dealt with more effectively. They were 
so keen to partner in this work as many of their referrals 
come from within the camps where it is hard for them 
to operate.                                                                     

We have now established that Edward Mika, the new 
CRESS lead on Health running the Clinic in Mijale, will 
liaise and negotiate with the MHT at Arua Hospital to 
establish this provision of training and counselling for those 
in the camps.

The conferences in Arua were opened by Bishop Joseph 
and Caroline. The delegates looked exhausted by their 
circumstances and their responsibilities to the folk they 
pastored. Our aim was to bring hope, to acknowledge 
the wonderful work they were doing in such diffi cult 
circumstances and to build them up with knowledge and 
skills they could put to good use and change their future.

Fi was ably assisted by Charles Kenyi (a long term leader 
working with CRESS) as translator for the Pastors – we 
learnt about emotional health and strategies for managing it; 
the impact of trauma and how those with active trauma can 
be supported. As the conferences progressed we witnessed 
such faith and resilience that would be hard to fi nd in our 
culture and as we worked together they were able to see 
new opportunities for growth, strengthening and working 
together in their localities. Their joy in worship and thanks 
was so powerful.

At the close of the conferences, the change in their 
countenance, having been fed physically, spiritually and 
psychologically over the 2 days, was profound. They were 
ready to put into practice things learnt and return to their 
people with renewed hope. With full hearts we all said 
our ‘goodbyes’.



These 50 leaders had enjoyed a 3 night break from 
the harshness of the refugee camps at guests of CRESS. 
CRESS plans to use these and other key leaders to channel 
support and hope to the South Sudanese Refugees.

A great celebratory feast was put together by the 
Bishop’s wife Yango at their house where there must have 
been at least 50 of us!  Their children led in worship, prayer 
and teaching before the meal – it was a party to behold! 
Yango has grown so much – her English so much better, 
enjoying the teaching at the conference, supporting the 
Bishop, raising a large family, hosting and thinking about 
how she can start again her agriculture and the training 
of others.

After teaching at the conference each morning 
Caroline had spent the majority of the time working in the 
CRESS offi ce establishing sound IT systems, accounting 
with the new accountant Moses and ensuring that all was 
set to work well in the future. She was also keen to meet 
and talk to all the sponsored children so wherever she 
went she was armed with a camera,, making sure that she 
was up-to-date with their news. It was such a delight to 
witness the poise, confi dence, humour, faith and sense of 
purpose in these young people.

Fi was always squeezing in 1:1 psychotherapy sessions 
here and there at the beginning/end of the day for those in 
immediate need and identifying those that may be part of 
the CATT project as it is rolled out in the future. She met 
with a pastor early who had been through much trauma 
personally, was still living over the border in South Sudan 
caring for his family and fl ock in dangerous circumstances 
and that morning was given £100 to help bring about the 
school he hoped to set up in the bush. Three other Pastors 
were given similar amounts of money to help with their 
‘pop up’ refugee or bush schools. 

Next another long trip on the ‘rigi-rigi’ roads to Moyo 
in the morning – for the CRESS Family Day. A convoy of 
cars with only one breakdown enabled the presentation 
of more bikes to the MU ladies including Cecilia, wife 
of Bishop Emmanuel on our arrival. Their excitement at 
being able to get around the camps to care for their people 

was so evident. The Family Day was held in a Spanish 
Catholic mission station in the town with beautiful 
gardens. All the families with all the children gathered 
excitedly to share a meal ( which was more than just posho 
and beans as in the camps) and then photographs of all, 
with gifts from sponsors presented and news exchanged. 
The wonderful Francis Candiga (leader of the SSTs) 
and Becky providing games and much fun with the 
children. Another long day with much accomplished in 
so many ways.

The following morning out to the local airstrip to 
be fl own by the fi rst ever South Sudanese MAF pilot, 
Dut Agwang, for 3 hours around Northern Uganda and 
back to Entebbe. We then had time to swim and pack 
before meeting with Bishop Joseph to plan the future of 
how CRESS can best support his people.

We so enjoyed working together with much 
accomplished all round and a sense that those with us this 
week feel strengthened with a plan to grow and develop 
community wherever they can, supporting one another 
in all their diffi culties. And time for leader Bishop Joseph 
to think, plan and discuss how he can move forward 
helping to relieve the suffering of his people with the aid 
of CRESS.
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